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Summer is in full swing with rides being planned, miles turned and new adventures logged away —this is 

the part of every year that each of us so impatiently anticipate as we put the final touches on our beloved 

two-wheeled, soul moving machines. 

Riding a motorcycle as we all know, quickly becomes much more than twisting the throttle or talking about 

horsepower and technology. Riding a motorcycle becomes a life changing, molding experience  that drives 

each and every one of us to go further, learning everything we can wrap our brains around, shaping us as 

one with our machines. As I’m sure every enthusiast can agree with, our experiences riding are best shared 

with those of the same mind. These experiences shared are the seeds of a bond that will never be for-

gotten. This brings me to the conclusion; creating, maintaining and growing a Club that will  in the very 

least facilitate a medium of exchange for our experiences is of tremendous value to the enthusiasts in-

volved. I am proud to say that I am a member of the BMW Motorcycle Owners of Cleveland Club. Thank 

you for having me and I look forward to sharing in experiences with all of you. 

Eddy Paoletta 

 

Eddy Paoletta 

 

The CCN will be published quarterly, at 

the beginning of each season.  We       

welcome and encourage member        

submissions.    

Deadlines for submissions are: 

Spring CCN                          March 15 

Summer CCN                      July 11 

Fall CCN                                September 15 

Winter CCN                         December 15    

http://www.stopngo.com/
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Leo Buckon 

I’ll get right to the point. If you missed the Rolling Rally in PA 
this past weekend, you missed a lot. As we were riding on 
Saturday afternoon, the thought occurred to me that this is 
why I ride a Motorcycle.  The fact that I was riding with good 
folks with the same love of riding as me is why I belong to a 

motorcycle club.  Simple as that.  Thanks again to Kurt Shreffler and Mike Kanczak for putting the event to-
gether for the club.  The weather was great, the roads were great and the scenery was beautiful.  The hotel 
had a nice patio area around the swimming pool for us to congregate at and talk about the days ride over 
some delicious PIZZA and a couple of beers.  I asked Kurt who he put in charge of the weather that it turned 
out so nice.  He told me he knows somebody who knows somebody, fahgetaboutit. 
 
To keep the riding fun and manageable we broke in to three groups on Saturday. Kurt led a group of six GS 
folks who wanted to get some mud on the tires. The second and third groups stayed on pavement and were 
led by Mike and our intrepid VP Paul Koontz.  This kept the groups at about 7 to 10 motorcycles each.  A 
nice size to keep the groups together and people could ride at their own comfort levels. (Except for the two 
Harley riders who happened to be in front of us that Paul terrorized for about 5 miles).   
 

I asked Mike about next year and he said he is thinking of heading 
south the Kentucky/West Virginia area.  Sounds great to me. 
 
Ride Safe and I look forward to seeing you all at upcoming events.   
 
Leo Buckon 

http://www.mathiasbmw.com/
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BMW MOA National Rally 2017 
July 13—July 16 
Utah State Park 

North 1000 West 

Salt Lake City, UT 
 

Director’s Meeting 
July 27 
7:00pm-8:30pm 
Location TBA 
 
Fuel Cleveland 
July 29 
5401 Hamilton Ave.  
Cleveland, OH 
 
Monthly Membership Meeting 
August 3 
7:00pm-8:30pm 
BMW Motorcycle of Cleveland 
7315 N. Aurora Rd 
Aurora, OH 
 

 

Visit the calendar on https://bmwmoc.org/events/ for an updated list of events 

The BMWMOC is Chartered Club #196 with both the BMWMOA and 

the BMWRA national organizations. The BMWMOC is a                      

Not-For-Profit Corporation of the Great State of Ohio consisting        

of about 145 riding enthusiasts mostly in the Northeast Ohio Area. 

The Club is an active group with a common interest in BMW            

Motorcycles and the people who ride them. 

Four Winds BMW Rally 

August 18—August 20 

Red Valley Municipal Park 

New Bethlehem, PA 

 

MOA Getaway 

August 18—August 20 

Eureka Springs, AR 

 

 

 

http://www.re-psycle.com/
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Don Poremski 
 

  Some of the best laid plans aft gae aglae, as someone with an accent once said. And so it was at the end of 
April. How many guys want to go apex strafing? There were eight responses, but that was mid April. Come 
departure day minus two and the number had shrunk to three. Well, the lodge at Hungry Mother State Park 
was reserved, so the call went out for more attendees. 
   So let’s see. Who could drop everything for the next three days and cover at least 1,100 miles in the pro-
cess? And the “Spontaneity Prize” goes to…..Roger an MOC* member. There wasn’t much sense in going to 
the Pittsburgh area to begin the ride with the other three riders, so Roger got the details and went for it on 
his own to meet us at the lodge. Malodetz, Roger! 
   For the Pennsylvania contingent doing this run for perhaps the 10th or 11th time, it was ride the route from 
memory. I got to use my old R80RT for the trip. It has much better carrying capacity and does not have the 
brick of a saddle like that on my ’82 Yamaha Seca, the only two wheeler I currently own which runs. 
   The route is rather mild, even irritating (the slab parts) until we try a run through Summerville without 
cadging a speeding ticket. The roads improve gradually from that point on with the culmination coming in 
Tazewell, VA. The group that has ridden this route calls this the beginning of Up/Down times three. It takes 
you to a point five miles north of Marion VA and it is challenging. Challenging because it is VERY technical and 
it comes at the end of about seven hours of riding of all sorts. 
  The PA riders had seen about an hour and a half of rain at the start, but nothing from then on. But, when 
you have trees shading the road at these elevations, the moisture lingers on the road. Thankfully, the riders 
encountered surprisingly little of debris in the apexes to that point, but wet yellow lines remain treacherous. 
At least two of us discovered that experience counts when one wheel or the other touches these strips in a 
turn. Thank you automatic reactions! 
   The middle day dawned dry, but breakfast must come first. Darn! The Pioneer Restaurant went out of busi-
ness. Local help revealed another possibility over near the 81 freeway. Good substitute! And they tried their 
first basted eggs with much success. Great bacon, too. We’d use it on day three as well. 
   Well, four guys who traipsing into a restaurant with riding gear always generates interest among the locals. 
It’s fairly obvious that we weren’t from those parts, so the group gets more than one furtive glance. Then, 
when it’s apparent that the strangers are having fun, others attempt to glean the experience. One gentle-
man, having finished his meal, had to stop by our table. With a deadpan delivery he said, “I was told that a 
motorcycle rider was an idiot looking for death. (pause) And I was told that every year.” Yuks all around. 
   This middle day is used for revisiting more of our favorite local roads in VA, TN and NC. The scenery on 
Roan Mountain is enough to make you stop for pix, and we did. We could have had ice cream at the Switzer-
land of North Carolina, but hydration was all that was needed…some dehydration too, if you get my drift. 
   Most riders know that the Blue Ridge Parkway just can’t be done at 45. We were judicious and proceeded 
between 50 and 60 with eyes peeled. The oncoming sport bike riders were taking advantage of it being Mon-
day. I don’t think they were “touching puck” but they surely looked cool as they blew past us in the opposite 
direction. Steady, bucko. Can’t afford points. 
   Dinner that night at Macados allowed us to reminisce about what it means to be a teen-ager and we were 
lucky to get a table among the young throng. Darn, they were “out” of chocolate vodka AND Kaliber beer. 
   Forgot to mention that reviews of the day were held at the fireplace connected to the adjacent, unoccupied 
lodge. Remember, a fire must have a certain feng shue to be fully appreciated by the group. That leaves only 
the return trip. 
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  Roger decided to jump on the interstate, but the trio left reversed our route from Sunday. That is until we 
heard that a meatloaf dinner awaited us back at the barn. Interstate will get you home on time, and there is 
only so much a rider can take when it comes to twisties. There was an unspoken, begrudging acceptance that 
we’d be dealing with semi truck turbulence and brain-dead cagers and we proceeded apace. We had success-
fully completed yet another pilgrimage to some of the Southeast’s best motorcycle roads, so there was no 
need to complain. No thought had entered my mind. Life, and riding a bike is rich! 
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  The title for this story was a committee selection by the majority of the riders partaking in it. Explanation 
will follow, but for an author whose eyebrow hairs have fallen prey to “Andy Rooney Syndrome” (for which 
I’m sure we’ll begin to see TV advertising on how to control it) it’s difficult to be naïve and sage simultane-
ously. 
   The trip date was set in stone so the weather was something that would be dealt with by use of appropri-
ate gear. Even with dire forecasts pummeling from every medium, the start date dawned dry, at least for the 
Ohio contingent. The end of day one’s journey would be a favorite for this “Easter Ride”, Hungry Mother 
State Park (HMSP) near Marion VA. It just so happens that HMSP is on Rt. 16 which, for us, started at St. 
Marys WV. The road is used as a way of dusting off riding skills dormant from the winter season, and it still is 
much more technical than anything nearby for either the “buckeyes” or the “keystoners”. 
   Getting to St. Marys meant a little of this, a little of that, but we wound up on Rt. 800 until our front tires 
got wet in the Ohio River. Fortunately, there’s a ferry right there at Fly, OH to transport machines and riders 
to the WV side in Sistersville so we could head south on Rt. 2. The Sycamore Lodge awaited, but there was 
plenty of tasty tarmac before us. The predicted rain was what we were ignoring, saying bravely to one anoth-
er that, “We’d ride where it wasn’t raining.” 
   When the core group of Easter riders was expanded in the past, there was some criticism about the second, 
ride-around day that had us visiting NC and TN. Simply put, the group revisits those roads that have charmed 
and alarmed us in the past. These roads will never be mastered, but they can be challenged. Having a go at 
them also means being brutally honest with oneself and gauging just how adept one is at motorcycling. It’s 
all there: hairpins, left-right-left esses, mountainside or drop-off awaiting as a result of a mistake—not the 
arena for the faint of heart. Add debris in the apexes, off-camber and decreasing radius uphill and downhill 
turns and it’s easy to understand how the group remains small. One other new element was that there 
would be passengers on this trip. 
   Two-up riding will usually slow the pace a bit. Piloting modern motorcycles on the roads described above is 
chore enough while riding solo, but passengers mean different handling characteristics and concern about 
the welfare of someone other than oneself. The majority of us were seasoned riders but one of the newbies 
this year had only about five years experience and only months of that with a passenger. The unspoken 
thoughts were that we’d wait for the rookie and his passenger at all major turns. No necessario, senor. The 
new guy did just fine. 
   The trip was also extended two days so all could try out the European Riders’ Rally in Burkesville KY. Those 
attending before us said it was a well-organized affair and that the local roads were yummy. If any reader 
wants to attend in the future, the tip is that the rally site in RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF TOWN, not south of it 
as that day’s leader thought. But, what’s a few miles after you’ve done several hundred, part of which was 
The Devil’s Triangle. 
   This set of three roads occurs just west of Knoxville and is framed by routes 116, 330 and 62. No one was 
counting the myriad of turns within, so it can’t be said how this compares to the Tail of the Dragon, but it was 
FUN. The group came upon 116 without having to traverse much of 330 or 62, but the bulk of the challenge 
lies in the upper side, route 116. At the end or junction of 62 there is a store that welcomes riders. There you 
can purchase a T-shirt, decal or patch that attests to your participation. Good to get the tingle out of your 
hands and wrists while sipping something cool. 

Bubble of Ignorance 
Don Poremski 
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  Now, getting to Burkesville was the leg of the journey where luck was lacking. With those DT shirts and 
patches stowed, the sky darkened and the road recommended by two local riders, Rt. 85, would have to 
wait until the next day. When the sky did open, it was rain suits and direct routes and a session of battling 
GPSs. Dead tree orienting helped moderate the debate and we found the rally site, albeit a little later in the 
day than expected. Routes used were 62, 127 and 90.  
  Burkesville and the rally site are situated on the banks of the Cumberland River. The site is much more ac-
commodating than what you’d expect for being a city park. Some constants remain. Showers were hot if 
few, and bring your shower shoes to deal with the slimy floor. The Sat. night music was excellent, but the 
dance floor bare. Meals were tasty and heaping both at the site and the nearby restaurants. Now comes 
that review of Rt. 85 missed due to the rain on Friday. 
   Now, understand that this group goes all that distance just to challenge themselves on twisting roads. 
Route 85, however, cannot be suggested for all but the truly, truly talented riders. The map representation 
of the road looks like the scrawling of a seismograph during a 4.7 and that initially brings a smile to your 
face. Actually riding the hairpins is another matter. Can you say serious, first gear, clevis-pin turns? Turns 
that span perhaps 60-70 feet at their widest WITH an elevation change of 15-25 feet! Every rider blew at 
least one of these turns thankful that the road is little used by any but those living on it. Careful for what 
you wish, eh. 
   Now, back to that bubble. It could be said that the ignorance was self imposed. That the desire to revisit 
the area roads made us deaf to the warnings of inclement weather and iffy road conditions.  When you see 
a bubble drawn in the comics, there is usually a spot where a window pane effect is used to show that the 
image is round, globular, if ethereal. There are usually four sections to this “pane” reference. The group said 
that window with four sections actually represented the four qualities needed by those riding here on mo-
torcycles, and that led to the acronym CAFÉ. The letter C stands for the courage needed to enter some of 
those turns at well above recommended speeds. Next, the A stands for alacrity or cheerful readiness, will-
ingness to suffer some discomfort to experience those turns. Now comes F for fortitude, moral strength to 
trust fellow riders and machine when nearing the limits of adhesion. It follows then that E must stand for 
enthusiasm, the willingness to test skills on roads that none of the locals recommend when asked how to 
get from here to there. Interstates aren’t this groups’ forte, so please, don’t burst our bubble. 
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Ride Scribe 

This is a short summary of our trip to the Wag-
on Wheel Restaurant with some highlights of 
the trip. 
 
Wally led the group of seven (Wally, Mike, Lew, 
Bill, Peter, Bob , Coop) slabbing it on I-77 to 
New Philly, and then on 800 South through 
Uhrichsvile and Dennison to Feed Springs Road 
and the Moravian Trail.  We passed the ice 
cream store in Deerfield without so much as a 
glance, and then continued south  on Mallamee 
Road.  This turned into a causeway that was 
closed, and Wally, as is his custom, sped past 
the sign.  Successful in the past, this dodge did 
not work, and we could not go where no rider 
had gone before;  it quickly became apparent 
that it was going to be one of those sink or 

swim situations (the earth moving equipment was too big) so three of us turned around. 
 
The path then led east on what might be county road 60, a paved road, then alternating dirt and gravel and 
pavement.  It soon became apparent that the asphalt yearned to be free of the tar that held the gravel to-
gether and the gravel yearned to grow up.  The road deteriorated quickly and curved into the hills and hol-
lows, with steep drop offs at the edge.  Gravel which at first had been small pieces and embedded in the 
dirt of the roadway became large rocks, an inch or inch and a half in diameter, lying loose on the crowned 
road.  A wet muddy track ran along both sides of this road, forcing us toward the center. 
 
Naturally, our bikes danced and jerked on these marbles, and we employed various techniques to deal with 
this.  Peg riding, tight jaws with bulging facial muscles, white faces, clenched sphincters, and stomachs tied 
in knots were only some of them.  Nobody fell.  Wally finally chose an almost vertical section to stop and 
turn around.  And at least two of us used the local facilities.  Several dismounted to help two swing their 
bikes around.  (If you can match the rider with the technique used, you will get 150 points posted to your 
name toward the BMW award.  Since we were all wearing helmets, even we don’t know who did what. 
 
Where was Mark?  He could have showed us the fast way to U-turn, point the bike to the left roughly in the 
center of the roadway, handlebars turned to the right, grab a fistful of front brake, and hit the throttle 
hard.  This will spit out a shower of large rocks and dirt, discouraging pursuit, while spinning the rear of the 
bike counterclockwise around the front.  Adroitly releasing the brake at just the right instant while easing 
up on the throttle to permit the rear wheel to bite will launch the bike down the road on a return path.  Of 
course, our linked brake systems, and 600 odd pound weight makes this maneuver challenging, but hey, 
gotta learn new tricks. 
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After lunch without our favorite waitress, Sarah (but Rachel did a wonderful job) we split into two groups, 
Bill, Mike and Lou headed for I 77 via I 70, and Wally, Bob, Coop, and I headed back somewhat the way we 
came for a longer, more scenic route back to 77.  Wally and Bob pulled out all the stops and rocketed 
ahead, while Coop and I fell farther and farther behind.  I think they turned left on Johnson Road, but we 
went straight.  This road got more and more scenic with less and less pavement.  It too eventually went 
steeply up and down, and Coop pulled over to ask a local boy how to find I 77.  He was plowing his field with 
a team of horses.  Rule one of being lost, is NOT to ask someone who does not own an internal combustion 
engine where a major interstate lies.  There was a lot of hand waving and pointing, so we rolled ahead to a 
(relatively) flat spot and turned around.  By and by, we found pavement again, and followed that to New-
comerstown and the Interstate. 
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Ride Scribe 

BMW MOC has enjoyed some of the most marvelous weather ever this Spring.  We have enjoyed rain all 
week except for the sunny, sometimes cool, usually wonderful Wednesday rides with blue skies and puffy 
clouds.  May 10th was no exception, though it was preceded by two nice days and we had our biggest turnout 
this year, with 16 for breakfast and 14 riders. 
 
We began with a sprint down OH8 and I77 South to Canton and OH30 east.  That’s when the riding began to 
get interesting.  Ohio 30 quickly sheds its interstate highway image and becomes a fast, two lane well main-
tained road through small towns.  Our first rest stop was at McDonalds, the new public bathroom for the 
masses that has replaced gas stations.  Leaving 
Minerva, we followed a wide valley between the 
Muddy Fork and Still Fork.  The road was gently 
undulating, with wide sweeping 
curves.  Southeast of Augusta, it became hilly, 
adding another dimension to our ride.  Swoopy 
curves, whoops and hollows became the 
rule.  Most of the trucks and cars paused and let 
our long chain of riders stay together – a friendly 
and polite gesture that was much appreciated – 
as we rode into Salineville. 
 
This small town in southeast Ohio was, for a long 
time, the home to Eish Moto Guzzi, probably the 
friendliest, most helpful dealership in the whole 
state.  We left Salineville on 164 heading south 
toward Bergholz, then east on Bergholz New Somerset Road, roughly paralleling Yellow Creek.  Creeks tend 
to meander, and B-NS Road was more like a writhing snake, with one twist.  Bright orange signs declared the 
road closed.  Never to be daunted, and having vetted the area by driving the route a few days previously, 
Wally plunged ahead having seen no construction equipment on the road. After all, our GS’s could navigate 
any light construction that had made its appearance since his check ride, and anyone on a less terrain-worthy 
mount would have to follow more slowly.  Our group crested a hill and looked down the corkscrew to a 
bright yellow excavator.   
 
Half a league onward, 
All in the valley of Yellow Creek, 
Forward, our brave brigade, 
Rode the 14.*   
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The pavement, already narrow, got steeper; it disappeared toward the bottom of the hill and there was a 
large dirt area near the excavator.  Perhaps we could ride single file past the construction area?  But appear-
ances were deceiving.  The excavator had a three foot trench across the road and was installing a culvert for 
storm water.  Forward progress was thwarted.  The relatively flat dirt area was anything but; It pitched 
downward and toward the right side, and was covered with loose gravel.  A steep drop off on the right side 
of the road added to the challenge of a U-turn.  This was indeed a special trap.  One intrepid GS rider rode 
across the dirt and gravel in a sweeping turn onto a wet area (that most of us avoided) and successfully rode 
back up the hill.  Several back and forth-ed to turn, and one hapless rider dropped his bike several times, 
aided righting it each time by the friendly construction workers. 
 
Regrouped on the top of the hill, we retraced the road and headed south  toward Amsterdam, Kilgore, and 
then west to New Rumley.  George A. Custer’s uncle Jacob founded this town atop a ridge along the road 
between New Philadelphia and Steubenville in 1813.  George later became famous for picking an unwinna-
ble fight in 1876.  He was evidently the first to bear the nickname ‘Iron Butt’.  This rider wonders why the 
native son was honored with a statue and museum when he made a tragic mistake and was the cause of 
death of his entire troop.  The riding was wonderful, over and around hills, with more whoops and swoops 
and turns than we could count.  We lunched at (where else) The Restaurant in Scio, Ohio. 
 
 
*With apologies to Alfred. 
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http://www.epmperf.com/
http://www.euromotoelectrics.com/
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http://www.compassexpeditions.com/
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